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GM:

Would you kindly give me a brief history of where you
were trained and ordained.

BT:

I was ordained in 1976 and I went to the University of
Lesotho. After that I went to Rome to study theology
and then thereafter, I did a Licentiate in systematic
theology.

GM:

When did you start training

BT:

In

1968 and

I

went

because we could not

for the priesthood?

to Lesotho for my novitiate
go to the novitiate which was

at Germiston at that time. It was exclusively for
whites, that is why I went to Lesotho.
GM: Do you have any idea what triggered the formation of SPOBA
1966?
BT:

GM:

Not really, I think you better ask Mkhatshwa about
that, I was not on the scene then.
I only came on
the scene in 1976.
Where you part of Manifesto?

BT:

No, I was part of the PBPSG

GM:

When was it formed?

BT:

It was formed around 1977. Already in 1975 when Sebidi
was at the seminary.
There were lay people together
with the clergy who were protesting at the segregation
being practised in the church.
You actually had a
movement
then.
I
think it was lay and clergy. I
don't think it was formalised it was really in 1977
that we really had the PBPSG taking off. This was the
time of the
banning
of BCM in 1977.
It was the
banning of people and organisations and that is how
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the PBPSG took momentum in 1977.
GM:

Was Sebidi

the chairman?

BT:

Yes, until it collapsed, but it was quite active

for

a number of years four to five years (1977-1982). It
collapsed around 1982. It began to fizzle out.
At
that time there was a very strong ecumenical movement.
In fact, there was a first march which was organised
by the PBPSG in October 1977.
Towards 1977 there was going to
be a march against
the banning of the organisations. The Black priests
were few in number, we thought it was important to
involve other clergy from other churches. Therefore,
you had for instance, a lot of meetings which lead up
to that march even though ultimately only a few
priests who were marching to John Vorster square
because obviously, people were to get arrested. Then
it began to involve other cler gy. Now that was in a
sense the beginning of the establishment
strengthening of PBPSG but already a seed

and the
of self

destruction had been planted. Whilst it started as a
Catholic movement, in operation it became ecumenical.
People like Rev. Thima, he is probably somebody you
should talk to,
he is NGK. He was
one of the
outspoken
others.

leaders .

Masemola,

Anglican,

and

few

The PBPSG became an ecumenical movement. Whilst the
Catholics continued to work as the PBPSG, there was a
confusion about the word. It no longer meant what it
originally meant as a Catholic movement
that was
really associated with the complaints of the black
pri.es't.
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priests to address issues in the society .
ecumenical

They became

in order to gain more membership.

that was to be destroyed. As it became
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But

a ecumenical

movement and not a Catholic movement.
There was another tension which destroyed the PBPSG
between the Catholic and ecumenical sides.
The
Catholics,
for example, used to argue that we have
seen statements in the press but were not part of the
meeting. We have seen protest statements issued by
the PBPSG that was ecumenical.

The other thing that

This

led to tensions.

contributed to its downfall was

the name MUCCOR. This took over from the PBPSG, it
was a formal declaration that now we were actually
have an ecumenical body of priests looking at social
issues.
As opposed to a
narrow church-based
organisation of the PBPSG. Later MUCCOR became white
and black. But there only one white person who really
was involved in it.
Hence it became a non-racial
organisation.
GM:

Your story at St . Peter's
started when Sebidi was
appointed as a rector in 1975 . Can you remember the
incidents that lead to his appointment?

BT:

No,

was overseas then. But I think the bishops had
been thinking about it. The funny thing is that the
I

bishops openly supported BC in 1977. But obviously,
even though the statement was made in 1977, in 1976
the bishops had already declared their schools nonracial opposing the government on that issue.
The
bishops had been thinking of looking for a suitable
black person, a competent person already at that
stage.
GM:

Don't you think it was the pressures from SPOBA which
made bishops rethink the appointment of rectors at St.
Peter's?
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BT:

Well, certainly that is all connected but there was
also a ferment in the society as a whole against
apartheid and against segregation at that time . It was
a very sensitive issue.
Both things were feeding on
each other. You had a sensitivity within the church
itself, that had already been shown, and protested.
The black priests and the lay people
had organised
buses full of people that went to the bishops
conference in January here in Pretoria .
The bishops
had become very sensitive about that. But at the same
time, there was this protest in society generally,
both fed on each other. The fact that they appointed
Sebidi as a black rector was partly because of the
consciousness that the black priests are ignored
within the Catholic church even if
they were
competent.

GM:

Sebidi said you were teaching black theology and
Philosophy. What kind of impact did your teaching
have on students? Did it conscientize them and and
made them politically aware?

BT:

I think it was formalising their own consciousness .
That was after 1976.
There was quite a stir in the
air.
Black Theology was most welcome, either Black
Theology, African philosophy and African Theology was
welcomed . Essentially, because there was a desire to
learn about our own situation and condition. Hence,
it was not informing the students with anything new
experientially ,
but it was formalising their
knowledge and beginning to present things in a new
conceptual form.
They began to reflect on their own
experience.
In othe~ words, as opposed to Classical
Theology they began to look at a different theological
concept
to
articulate
their
own
theological
experience. They started to articulate traditional
theological concepts.
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GM:

Didn't the white lecturers react against this?

BT:

No, we had Albert Nolan and Finnbar Synnott teaching
there. Both of these were very progressive people.

GM:

In 1976 the seminary was closed because of food and
lectures were suspended. Any comments?

BT:

I was not there in 1976, so I would not know things
in detail. Anyway, Hammanskraal had never had good
food .

G:

In 1977 the Seminary was closed indefinitely,
triggered this closure.

BT:

There could be a number of reasons on looking back

What

now. There was a dissatisfaction with Sebidi and with
us. Firstly, the bishops complained about the fact
that we spent time in protest marches. In fact, there
was

a

delegation that

had

gone

to

see

Sebidi

to

complain about that . That was one reason.
The other reason was that it was not only the bishops
who complained, I know for example, Fr. Blais who was
just across the road with students at St. Peter's,
also came to complain . He
met with Sebidi and
objected to the fact
that
students were being
politicised. Consequently, there
were complaints
along those lines, complaints in term of absenteeism,
or lack of responsibility, in terms
of teaching
including more time being spent in protest and
political issues outside the: seminary.
There were
complaints
outside the
seminary.
There were
complaints about the seminary itself and what we were
teaching at the seminary and politicising students,
rather than teaching them theology as it should be
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taught. I think the complaints
those issues.
Now the closing

were really around

of the seminary was also an excuse.

That
there were a few
students at that point and
that it was not a proper investment given the number
of students. I would say, again, the two fed on each
other.
It is one of those situation were there are
complaints that are being made and then you have an
excuse which appears to be a legitimate reason for
closing down the seminary. There were a few students,
so we close down the seminary .
GM:

According to Sebidi the closing of the seminary was an
organised scheme by the bishops by pulling out their
students and taking them to different seminaries. Is
that correct?

BT:

Well, this is what I said, that these things kept on
feeding on each other . Bishops were not happy with
what was being taught at the seminary.
Bishops were
not happy with the political environment and were very
sensitive to that.
It's a kind of a contradiction
because at the same time the bishops were opening up,
they were protesting at the segregation of education
in their schools actually that was 1976 when they
declared their Catholic schools to be non-racial. In
a sense, they were open and progressive on that point,
but at the same time they were very sensitive about
formation and the politicisation of students. In that
sense, that perception is probably correct.

GM:

Bernard Connor says that Scholten was considered to be
enemy number 1. Do you think he had any influence on
the closing of the seminary?

BT:

I would not have any idea.
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I had

no dealings with

the

bishops

conference

really.

Except

that

I

was

teaching at St . Peter's.
I am sure there were a lot
of things happening behind the scenes.
The only
concrete example I know is that of Blais, who came to
the seminary to protest very strongly and threatened
to withdraw five of his students the following year if
we did
not change what we were teaching. We were
meant to give up Black Theology because they
as if we were politicising students. But my
is that, we were not politicising students
environment had actually politicised them.
looking at things
GM:

formally and reflecting on them.

catholic priests are said to have been very militant
in comparison to the other
with this assertion?

BT:

saw this
argument
but the
We were

churches. Do you agree

Certainly, here the Catholics were in the leadership
in the first protest march,
afterwards you had all
kinds of protest marches taking place. But the first
one was led by the Catholic Church. This is the one
in 1977. When the argument was that there was no
more
leadership
in
the
country,
I
mean
all
organisations were banned.
It was only the church
that was not banned and that was really the argument .
The Catholic priests were out of their way to organise
priests from other churches to participate in this.

GM:

Clement Mokoka was arrested but by this time .

BT:

He had already skipped the country.

GM:

PBPSG and SPOBA, did the latter die after the former
was formed

BT:

No, essentially SPOBA was the Old Boys of St. Peter's.
The PBPSG included

priest who were trained in Lesotho
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Cedara, all black priests, irrespective of where they
were trained. SPOBA was for the boys who were trained
at St. Peter's Seminary. Two things I wanted to say
is that, the black priests in terms of contributing
towards BC were quite involved with the BCM. In fact
theology was always discussed at the meetings of BCM.
Certainly around that
time with the formation of
AZAPO in 1978, 1980 priests were quite heavily
involved with BCM.
GM:

In 1981 two seminaries amalgamated. Do you think the
pressure groups achieved their objectives?

BT:

The funny thing is that when that happened, everybody
was opposed to it. They thought that was a sell out,
that was a way out.

GM:

Why was that the case?

BT:

Mainly because

this was the height of BC.

It was

really a time when people wanted to be on their own
because there were some kind of contradicting times.
The black priests were hammering for non-racialism.
It was a forced opportunity, and it was not a natural
birth or spontaneous removal of racism. Looking at
what happened, there was a threat to remove students
from St.
Peter's
because
they were being
politicised.
That led the bishops to sent their
students to St. John Vianney.
It did not come as a
decision that we wanted to
close our institutions.
It
was
due to circumstances and it was a better
option. At a time when people thought we wanted to
do our own thing, build
up our own people and
develop our own people develop human resources the way
we see it fit,
in views of the black dimension in
their own thinking,
not

in their own situation.

It was

as natural or as spontaneous as it was supposed
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to be.
In 1983 when UDF came about, it was actually a nonracial movement. It was lead by Boesak. Some people at
that stage felt that we needed to work towards a nonracial society.
But we also had a strong BC strand
which said it was not time yet.
In

GM:

late 1970, were there difference between Black
priests and white priests in terms of duties and
allocation of funds?

BT:

Those distinctions
have always been there, I don 1 t
think they
have changed even today.
I mean black
priests
have
always worked in black parishes and
they
are always poor.
You do have
some black
priests in white parishes but these are exceptions
from the rules.

GM:

I am talking

in terms of holding positions in the

hierarchy.
Had it improved by 1977 or was it still
the same i.e. more position for the black priests in
the SACBC and more appointment of Black bishops?
BT:

Not really, I think, there was a very slow movement
. probably more consented effort.

If you look at the

number of black bishops who were appointed then after
that. But they are still few compared to what we would
expect.
GM:

I raise this point because in 1970, when the
was published in the Rand Daily Mail,
contention was that priests are treated like
al tar boys.
I wanted to see whether
improved over the years.

BT:

No,

Manifesto
the main
glorified
that had

I do not think there has been any change it is
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really an attitude of mind.
Priests complained
because they did not get position in the church. They
complained because their parishes were generally poor.
I think there was a perception of discrimination .
I
am
not
sure
whether
there was
discrimination
intentionally. I think there was no effect being made
in term of affirmative action, that I accept .
But I
do not think there was a discrimina tion. Unless you
say appointing a black bishop to black parishes only
constitute
practise.

discrimination,

which

in

fact

was

the

But you had also more white priests in the townships,
the ideal would be to appoint somebody who had the
language and skills. Aperson who knew the culture in
order work with his own people. That is why I am not
sure whether that was really discrimination.
But
there
certainly was a perception of discrimination
because black priests were in poor areas.
But even
whites worked in those poor area as well.
The
difference

was

that,

whites had

sources of

income

bes ides the income from
the parish.
Money from
overseas this made the black priests to feel bitter as
they still do now. They don't have enough income.
It is not because the church wishes it that way, it is
because of the circumstances. I think what the priests
were saying and probably are saying is that let the
position of "advantage" be formally looked into . They
get
cars like whites who get cars.
You get some
other discrimination which are subtle, for instance,
they probably get RB O per month pocket money as a
priest.
This is pocket money. Now if you are in a
rich parish you don't need this pocket money because
everything is catered for. But if you are in a poor
parish it means that you never really meet your needs.
That was the complaint and the source of contention.
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That the authorities do not in fact look at the real
conditions.

Instead theyd leave them to look after

themselves when in fact they can't.
GM:

But it is also interesting

to see that some of

the

white clergy for instances,

like Cardinal Owen Mccann

really believed that blacks were incapable of ruling
themselves.
BT:

The funny statement he made in Australia,
unfortunate.

But

attitude; whites

I

was most

think even then there was an

were whites; blacks were blacks.

I

would say church leaders were products of their own
time . Hence the protest against church leadership.
GM:

So how would you say the Black clergy contributed to
the BCM?

BT:

They certainly contributed within.

If you place the

church within the broader context of society that the
black clergy by constantly raising their voices drew
attention to the fact that there was discrimination.
They constitute a form of leadership in society.
only

in

the

church

but

the

society

in

Not

genera l .

Therefore, they contributed towards the raising of the
. awareness and keeping the voice of the people because
they were speaking on behalf of the people . They kept
the voice of the voiceless and also by being involved
directly with the BCM .

The church also contributed

towards the impact of BCM on the whole. I would
the BC was more
It

was

the

BC

s ay,

of a philosophy and of an attitude .
that

contributed

protest and toward the labour

towards

movements .

the

1976

The blacks

as a group began to affirm and assert themselves and
I would say these are some of the contributions that
were made. Obviously not just by the clergy but also
were made in conjunction with the secular leadership
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in various institutions and movements
bringing about change in this country.
GM:

in terms of

Would you say there was a difference between Black
Theology and BCM?

BT:

No they were the same. I have always feared that we
would be seen as that,
as the BCM at prayer.
But
they were really the same aspirations. I think BT was
just the reverse side of the political movement it was
BCM in theological terms.

GM:

Is

it

true

that

most

of

the

Black Theology were

influenced by James Cone's writings?
BT :

I would say that to a large extent that is true.
Some people would like to argue like that. In South
Africa it takes it's own form because blacks are in
the majority.
But at a conceptual level, at an
articulation

level

it does

to

a

certain extent

.

Steve Biko was in his own articulation quite frankly.
Cones' was the most visible, most audible. But all
of them contributed towards strengthening BC in this
country. It developed it's own form but certainly the
ideas came
from America, the inspiration the
experience was uniquely in South Africa. You cannot
do much about that because blacks were oppressed it
simply meant that
they now had a reference point.
They now had some experience to refer to of their
brothers in diaspora in America. They could refer to
them and say they too, are protesting, we are
protesting but the ferment here is uniquely South
African .
GM:

Do you think other avenues could have been used
instead of using BC?
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BT:

No, I do not think so, because it has always been a
racial issue.
There is no way you could have found
a more emotional way, race is very visible, highly
visible sign and we were picked out, black people are
picked out because they are black. Whites were going
through the front door, the blacks were going through
the back door. When you buy in the townships in a shop
you buy through a window at the back.
Toilets were
segregated.
All amenities segregated, churches and
schools. Racism was so visible, so distinct I do not
think you could have found a different
way of
addressing that. It was a racial problem and it could
only be addressed as a racial problem.
BC could not
have been cast in any way other terms but in racial
terms.
I

can tell you some people wanted to cast it as a

class issue and not a race issue. Many
books were
written at that time. I can remember one specifically
on gold mining, by a person called Johnson
whole analysis was trying to show that it
class related issues. He was using Marxist
which were very vibrant at that time in quite

and his
was all
theories
a number

of books
in history.
I said Johnson wrote around
1976, there was quite a number of them
around the
same theme.

But they were trying that

it is a class

issue and not a racia l issue.
It never took off because people saw that they were
black and not because they belonged to a class of poor
people.
And some people even tried that myth by saying

that

Nathcock was well and alive at the time. They were
trying to say that Nathcock is a black elite. But
the point is that even though one would be rich one
would still be discriminated against . You still went
36

through the back door.
issue in any way.
GM:

You could not avoid racial

But you find that even now black people's self esteem
assertion is not that high. People still believe that
whites are superior to them I think it has been
inculcated in our society.

BT:

Well, I think by and large there is some truth in that
and it will remain so until blacks change.
Blacks
will only change through education.
If the economic
status change
their attitudes will change, but as
long as they live in the shacks as long as they have
to struggle to get a job, whites will continue to
remain superior.
Racial attitudes do not disappear
overnight. We may not be discriminated openly against
but it does not mean that whites do not have the
temptation to assert themselves
people. It also does not mean that

over the black
we as black are

trying to assert ourselves against whites,

that is

still there very much in force.
I think there is a
courtesy, but below that courtesy, if you remove that
veil of courtesy - there is naked racism. It takes a
long time to
disappear because we are poor
and
needy. It is going to take a long time for blacks to
~say that they are not being discriminated against and
feel that they are on par with the white folks.
Being on an equal footing with whites, it means you
can speak the
money.

same

language

and

GM:

So is that the reason why the BPM
Manifesto) is revisited in the 1990s?

BT:

Well, presumably
on discrimination.

because they are

earn the

(Black

Priest

no visible changes

In the country as whole,
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same

there is

change, except
that we have
a black
very little
government. The lives of the majority of the people
is still the same. In fact,
I am not even sure to
say
its worse because
people
left their own
villages to come and
stay in the cities in the
shacks. If you remember the story of the Khayalitha
and all the squatter camps around the country . If you
see that you wonder whether they are in any better
conditions than
they were ten
situation has not changed really.

years ago.
The
Nor has it rea l ly

changed in the church. The situation will not change
until such time we have black priests, in positions of
leadership. But we don ' t have people, we don't have
a catchment area, we don"t have people or group from
whom to select your leaders . I think personally, that
this is our major problem.
If
you want
black
bishops where do you get t hem from.
There are very
few priests . The other
day I was in Lyndenberg
talking to the priests from the diocese of Tzaneen,
they only have one black priest in the whole diocese .
Now if you go around saying
where do you get him from.

we want a black bishop,
I think most dioceses

are like that with few black priests.
But most of
these other places there are no black priests or they
are very few and if you want a competent leader and
you have only two priests
who are not, without
insulting people,
who probably do not
have
administrative skills. Management skills or leadership
skill, you are not going to make them bishops .
GM:

So are you saying that the pressures of the 1970s
were just doing things theoretically and there was no
way they were going to implement this practically?

BT:

Yes, I think its an inspiration, a desire to
have
black leaders but we do not
have many people
to
choose the black leaders fro~.
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That is the tragedy of

the story.
But I think more effort could be done. For instance,
this job I am doing does not need to be done by a
priest. It is probably better if it is done
by a
priest because there is also an understanding of the
Vatican Roman Culture as it is
a culture on its own.
You need somebody who belongs to that culture. There
are confidential things, it has to with leadership in
the church.
You are
better off with somebody who
belongs to that
culture but it does not mean
necessarily have to be a priest. We have had a nun and
a brother, but
they sti 11 belong to that culture.
What I am trying to say is that we can even extend it
to a Catholic lay person I do not see why not. There
are positions which you give to lay people.
The role of black priests you can try to promote it.
But the point I keep on making is that, your efforts
are very difficult to maintain because of lack of
manpower.
The seriousness of the situation
begins when you
look concretely at what chances you have and
the
possibilities.
When you talk about affirmative
action, the presupposition is that you actually have
a number of
selection.

people

from

whom

you

can

do

your

But when I went to a number of dioceses, there are
very few black priests . What do you do if you have
a competent white priest?
Do you
choose a black
priest because he is
a very good white fellow. You
don't want to do that.
Affirmative action says you
he has got the potential or

choose a black because
he has demonstrated his
potential of being a good leaders.
Otherwise, you
are going to frustrate and kill that fellow. He will
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not be

able

to

lead

these whites .

He will

be

frustrated more than anything else. There also
practical problems to look at. One of our problems I
would say is that, we have not promoted or do not
have enough black vocations. We have not worked hard
at it. It is a long term project but if we are going
to change this church,
we are going to need a many
black
priests who
meaningful role.
GM:

would

be

able

to

play

a

But if the situation is out of hand
like it was in
the 1970s, I think maybe shouting is better. Though
you know you do not have the manpower probably things
could improve.

BT:

Shouting for

what purpose!

GM:

Putting pressure that more blacks are put into
hierarchy of the church.

BT:

No,
it is a question of strategy. If you feel that
the hierarchy is opposed to blacks or is insensitive
in promoting blacks then
you
can shout.
But you
must also shout and provide people.
better case if you say, look

You have

the

a

you are rejecting ABC

for DEF, rather than just shouting with no leg to
stand on. It's a question of being realistic.
I say yes,
you can protest but if you protest you
must have a point. We are in a new situation now. The
situation has
changed
that in the past
you

in many ways in
the sense
could have addressed things

generally.
But this time now, if you
protest, we
are ' in a much stronger position because of the change
in the political situation .
We must make specific
demands, reasonable specific demands and reasonable
proposals. You can not protest like school children .
The era has changed, but I do not think much has
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changed in the church. But if you want to change the
church, you are in the better position to say for
instance you want a cathedral to be run by a black
person, you must that person in mind. You just cannot
say you want a black in that position.
In other areas like in Natal, Johannesburg and
Pretoria
I do think you have many capable people.
Perhaps not exceptional, but God! who wants an
exceptional person? In these places you can , but
other
places it's not that easy.
It is just a
sobering point. I do not think I ever saw it in this
way before I came here. I began to go around and work
closely with church and realised that we are in a bad
position.
GM:
BT:

You see it from a different perspective now?
I see it in a different perspective. My point is that,
can we
actually respond
to those aspirations
concretely?
Can we
make them happen concretely?
These are the questions I am raising.
Having gone
around and seen some of the stack realities. In
places like Kimberley and the Orange Free State, you
actually have priests from India, priests from central
Africa. Should they become
bishops, because
they
are not whites?
It raises a whole new questions.
Locals will protest, saying why make missionaries
bishops. One can say he been here for the rest of
his life, rather than taking a new person from
Nigeria, or a new person from India and just because
they are black and because you do not have locals.
The picture looks complicated when you look at what
you can concretely do .

GM :

the same time
it's
discrimination in society.
At
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good

to

voice

the

•

BT:

No, you must correct it, you cannot use the tactics
of yesterday to address a new situation.

We are in a

better position than we were before to correct things
that go wrong.
Then if Wits, discriminate against Magkoba and
government

feels

very strongly,

they can stop Wits

from being very discriminatory.

You can no longer

just protest. We can make things
in power, we can make
a totally different

happen.

things happen.
way.

the

If we

Now we are

I look at it in

felt that

bishops

were being openly discriminatory then we go and openly
tell them that we do not like what they are doing.

We

can suggest other ways of handiling the situation.

I

am saying we are in a position of power.
able

to call

them to a meeting.

You see, previously

we would hold placards outside, but
can

make

an

appointment

and

We should be

have

a

not today

We

meeting

to

negotiate the ABC...

That is the difference.

a question of whether

we

want. We have the means.
r ealise that we do not

It is

are able to achieve what we
I am saying, I increasingly

necessarily

have

and that becomes a stumbling block.

the means

If we did have

the means there is no reason why we can not make

the

change. There is no reason why I can not employ black
person in this position.
This does not mean that discrimination disappeared it
is still there. But the point is, when and how do we
want to solve our problems.

It is

almost like the

government, they employ white technical staff because
blacks are not available. It is the limitation which
you are up against.
You can put blacks in those
positions, but you do not
the resources.

have them. You do not

This is what apartheid

Apartheid was keeping the blacks

was all about.

out of the resources

and training in technical skill etc.
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have

Now we are faced

with that reality . We did not have many vocations as
blacks
in the church,
we are stuck with the white
leadership.
GM:

At the moment

how is the bishops conference composed

of?
BT:

Well, the majority of bishops are white, probably a
third will be black.

GM:

Is it true that whites bishops are selected

instead

of blacks because of money?
BT:

I do not know. I can tell you what I see now, there
is no bishop in Umzimkulu and in Umtata.
I
think
honestly, it's a question of competence .
If he does
have competent papers they would choose him . I think
the ones that are there are very young.
my impression, sucking from my thumb.

This is just
I think, the

bishops are also aware that they need blacks. I am a
good example of somebody who has been put in a
position because I am black. There is no reason why
my colleague here, who is white (Emil Blaser], was an
associate could not have been
put in as Secretary
General.
they could

They jumped over him and put me.

I think

put a black bishop in these places if they

found one.
I think what we are saying is that bishops are

not

trying very hard. Bishops do not have to come from
that area. They can take a bishop from Cape town and
make him bishop in Umtata.
But that is easier said
that done locals protest against a foreigner.
There
are further complications which we need to be taken
care off. Local people will ask, but why not us? And
if you tell them that I do not think you are competent
you kill the poor fellow who comes in from outside.
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Perhaps,

in the past they were

because they had money.

I

looking

at whites

think it was just a white

man's club in the past.

They probably didn't even

think about the blacks.

It was an attitude of the

mind.
GM:

But was it not the

case that people in a parish would

like a white priest because of money?
BT:

It's probably true. It is called the "colonised mind,"
but if you think of the reverse side of it, we know
the

culture

of

the

people

and

we

speak

their

language. We should be in a position to explore our
own potential. If we

do not impress it on our people,

whites will always win.

Because they have the skills,

the resources and as parishioners would say,
"When we had a white priests here,

it all

was all

nice now a black person has come and he wants money
for this and that. We did not

have these problems."

There are all attributes which have to be corrected.
It's

a "colonised mind.

11

We have to decolonise our

own minds and those of our parishioners.
harm that has

been done and we have

It is the

to reverse that.

The problems of leadership are quite serious .

We can

have affirmative action provided we have people.
you don't
I

If

have them it's a little bit difficult.

do not think an effort is being made absolutely.

You see that should be number one on the agenda.

If

it were number one, you would apply your mind and your
resources.

Search around you will

find

people and create a support system for them.

competent
I think

there are a number of people who can be good if they
are willing to become bishops
END OF INTERVIEW
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